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Abstract. Westward flow enhancement in subauroral lati-
tudes is investigated based on the first one and a half year
observation of the SuperDARN Hokkaido radar. A total of 15
events are identified with the criteria of westward flow speed
of >1.0 km/s in magnetic latitude from 45 to 65 deg during
geomagnetically disturbed period ofKp>3+ at 20 magnetic
local time. It is found that especially during the storm recov-
ery phase, the flow enhancement occurs in broad range ofDst

amplitude, and the occurrence latitude depends on the ampli-
tude ofDst . It is also found that the disturbedKp condition
is not sufficient for the appearance of the subauroral flow en-
hancement as seen by Hokkaido radar while storm-likeDst

condition is necessary, supporting the idea that ring current
particles play an essential role to enhance the westward flow
in subauroral latitudes via magnetosphere-ionosphere cou-
pling through the field-aligned current.

Keywords. Ionosphere (Plasma convection) – Magneto-
spheric physics (Magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions;
Storms and substorms)

1 Introduction

The subauroral ionosphere and the electric field therein are
one of the most important subjects for space weather re-
search because they are directly coupled to the evolution of
ring current particles, i.e. the magnetic storm dynamics. Dur-
ing magnetic storms it is possible that the dynamic variation
of the ring current particles produce strong subauroral elec-
tric fields via magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. In fact,
complicated convection patterns, such as an elongated dusk
cell extended to the equatorward edge of the dawn cell, were
observed by DMSP satellites during a superstorm (Ebihara
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et al., 2005), although satellite observations cannot discrim-
inate the temporal/spatial variations. Newly constructed Su-
perDARN Hokkaido radar can address this issue by using
the two-dimensional observation of the subauroral electric
fields. For example, Ebihara et al. (2008) and Kataoka et
al. (2007) compared the observed temporal/spatial variation
of subauroral convection pattern with the simulation results
from the Comprehensive Ring Current Model (CRCM) (Fok
et al., 2001), suggesting that ring current particles play an
essential role to enhance the convection flow in subauroral
latitudes via the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling through
the field-aligned currents.

It was suggested to use a common term, subauroral polar-
ization streams (SAPS), to characterize the enhanced west-
ward flow appeared equatorward of the auroral oval (Foster
and Burke, 2002), since it has been believed that the west-
ward flow is essentially associated with substorms via radial
polarization electric fields produced by energetic ion injec-
tions into the inner magnetosphere (Koustov et al., 2008).
The potential role of ring current particles is, however, still
open question. The purpose of this paper is to examine the
fundamental question whether the storm condition is neces-
sary or not for the appearance of westward flow enhancement
in mid-latitudes based on the first one and a half year obser-
vation of the Hokkaido radar.

2 Data and method of analysis

The SuperDARN Hokkaido HF radar is capable of measur-
ing the subauroral ionospheric plasma flow especially dur-
ing magnetic storms when the auroral oval expands to lower
latitude than the fields-of-view of the high-latitude Super-
DARN radars. The Hokkaido radar was constructed in Riku-
betsu town, Hokkaido, Japan at 43.53 N and 143.61 E in geo-
graphic coordinates. The magnetic latitude (MLAT) is 36.46
deg and the L-value is 1.55. The Hokkaido radar has been in
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Fig. 1. MLAT-time diagram of westward flow amplitude at
20:00 MLT on 1 April 2007. The westward flow amplitude is es-
timated assuming the L-shell aligned convection flow.

continuous operation since the beginning of December 2006.
The field-of-view (FOV) of the Hokkaido radar extends from
40 to 65 MLAT. A complete scan of the FOV is achieved ev-
ery 1–2 min.

As shown in Fig. 1, MLAT-time diagram of westward flow
amplitude is constructed at 19:30–21:30 magnetic local time
(MLT) to find an event, considering the fact that the SAPS
amplitude is the largest on average at the 20:00 MLT (Fos-
ter and Vo, 2002). The MLAT-time analysis has advantage
showing the latitudinal extent and rapid temporal variation
of the flow enhancement, both are difficult to investigate by
satellites alone. Hokkaido radar FOV scans the 20:00 MLT
region from 06:00 to 12:00 UT everyday. In this paper we fo-
cus on geomagnetically disturbed time periods of maximum
Kp>3+ during 6 h, when SAPS extends low enough lati-
tudes into the Hokkaido radar FOV on average (Foster and
Vo, 2002). In fact, there are few flow enhancement events
in subauroral latitudes as observed by Hokkaido radar during
less disturbed time periods of the solar minimum.

Westward flow enhancements indeed occur for largeKp.
In fact, Foster and Vo (2002) have reported the strong de-
pendence of SAPS on theKp index. They showed how the
latitude of SAPS for a fixedKp value varies with local time
and how SAPS moves to lower latitudes whenKp increases
from 4 to 7. SAPS is essentially a phenomenon during dis-
turbed times and is very weak (or not identifiable) forKp<4,
and the coherent scatter SuperDARN at mid-latitude may not
be able to detect the weak westward flow at smallKp. The
westward flow enhancements tend to occur whenKp is large
(>4) during magnetic storms.

A typical ionospheric backscatter echo of enhanced west-
ward flow of >1.0 km/s is shown in Fig. 1. The latitudinal
extent of enhanced flow is about 6 deg from 59 to 65 deg
MLAT, and the duration is about one hour from 09:10 UT.
As shown in Fig. 2, NOAA/POES 17 satellite passed over
this region at 10:40–10:42 UT, approximately 30 min after

Fig. 2. NOAA-POES 17 observations (Evans and Greer, 2000)
crossing over the westward flow enhancement on 1 April 2007:
(a) trapped ions of 30–80 keV observed by MEPED and(b) down-
ward electron energy flux of<20 keV observed by TED. The hori-
zontal dotted lines are used as the threshold values if intersected at
clear boundaries.

the event, identifying the low-latitude boundary of auroral
electrons of<20 keV at 65.5 deg and the low-latitude bound-
ary of trapped ions of 30–80 keV at 59.6 deg. The horizontal
dotted lines in Fig. 2 are used as the threshold values if inter-
sected at clear boundaries. Similar MLAT-time analysis with
NOAA/POES data is done for all events to determine the lat-
itudinal boundaries of enhanced flow, auroral electrons, and
trapped ions. Further MLAT-time analysis using all available
SuperDARN radars would potentially enable us to track the
24 h evolution of flow enhancements in future.

3 Results and discussions

In this paper we are on the simplest interpretation about the
appearance of the ionospheric backscatter, assuming that the
existence of westward flow enhancement causes very fast
growth of the field-aligned irregularities. If we assume that
FAIs are generated by gradient-drift instability (GDI), the
fastest growth rates are obtained when density gradient and
convection are parallel. However, instability can occur ev-
erywhere along the boundary of density patches except for
an only place where background plasma convection and the
electron density gradient are exactly anti-parallel (Keskinen
and Ossakow, 1982).

Because of the solar minimum, there are no major storms
of Dst<−150 nT during the first one and a half year time
interval from December 2006 to May 2008: The 14–15 De-
cember storm is the largest one. Figure 3 shows theDst and
Kp profiles during the first 6 month period of the Hokkaido
radar observation. As shown in Fig. 3, even in the dis-
turbed condition ofKp>3+ (diamonds), the westward flow
enhancement does not always appear in the Hokkaido radar
observation, while the events (arrows) tend to occur during
early recovery phase or late main phase. It is also found that
there is no significant difference in theKp activities between
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Fig. 3. The Dst andKp*10 indices during the first 6 month period of Hokkaido radar observation. Vertical dotted lines show the time
interval from 06:00 to 12:00 UT when the Hokkaido radar observed 20:00 MLT as shown in Fig. 1. Diamonds show the disturbed time period
of Kp>3+, while arrows show the appearance of enhanced westward flow.

the event and no-event. The mean value (standard deviation)
of Kp index for the event is 3.7 (1.4), while those of the no-
event is 3.8 (0.8). The numbers of events are 15 and 30 for
event and no-event, respectively. There is a possibility that
theKp independence may lie in the fact thatKp is an three-
hour index and it may smear out any dynamic features of flow
enhancement. The minimum AL index of each event is in-
vestigated for this purpose (Table 1), but it is actually typical
for the correspondingKp index.

Table 1 summarized the event list of westward flow en-
hancement. The minimumDst index during the events are
shown in the third column, and the association with the storm
phase is also shown in the last column. Storm-like condition,
monochromatically negative excursion for several hours and
then monochromatically positive recovery for a few days, is
a necessary condition for all events, regardless of the mini-
mumDst amplitude ranging from−116 nT to even positive
values. Clear threshold of the minimumDst value does not
exist, and the storm phase dependence is a new result from

the current study. It is also worthwhile to note here that, as
shown in Fig. 3 (12 December, 13 March, 23 April, etc.), the
storm-likeDst variation is not a sufficient condition for the
appearance of flow enhancement. Zheng et al. (2008) sug-
gested that the low conductance at subauroral latitude is crit-
ical to cause the large amplitude SAPS. Combined research
of mid-latitude HF radars and the conductance observations
for a number of storms would be needed to clarify the topic
in further detail.

Figure 4 shows the latitudinal extent of the westward flow
enhancement with theDst amplitude. The latitudinal extent
is not a variation of latitude locations, but a real extent of
the westward flow, which is only obtained from the radar
observation. It is found that the latitudinal extent does not
show clear dependence on any of indices as listed in Table 1;
AL, PCN,Kp, andDst . Since the event sample in this study
is limited to relatively small storms during solar minimum,
the problem should be addressed again including the events
in the next solar maximum. The equatorward boundaries of
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Table 1. List of westward flow enhancement as seen by Hokkaido radar.

Event# Date UT (hour) Dst (nT) Storm Phase Kp min AL (nT) max PCN

1 15 Dec 2006 9 −116 early recovery 6− −1953 7.2
2 28 Feb 2007 10 −17 late main 4− −614 2.8
3 24 Mar 2007 9 −69 early recovery 4− −1013 3.8
4 25 Mar 2007 9, 10 −21,−32 late main 4+ −927 2.8
5 1 Apr 2007 9 −42 early recovery 4− −427 1.7
6 28 Apr 2007 10 −32 early recovery 4+ −679 3.4
7 30 Apr 2007 9 −43 early recovery 2 −378 2.2
8 20 Jul 2007 8,9 5,−13 main 3, 4 −660 3.4
9 7 Aug 2007 9, 10 −25,−21 early recovery 2+ −460 2.0
10 28 Aug 2007 9 −14 late main 4− −828 2.9
11 28 Sep 2007 8 −21 late main 5− −643 2.4
12 9 Mar 2008 8 −60 early recovery 5 −384 2.2
13 26 Mar 2008 8 11 main 4− −588 3.4
14 6 Apr 2008 9, 10 −21,−18 recovery 3 −688 1.7
15 23 Apr 2008 8, 9 −19,−22 main 5+, 3+ −690 4.4

Fig. 4. Latitudinal extent of westward flow enhancement. Empir-
ical SAPS locations as estimated by Huang and Foster (2002) and
Wang et al. (2008) are also shown as a function ofDst . Horizontal
solid and dotted lines show the low-latitude boundaries of auroral
electron precipitation and trapped ring current protons.

auroral electron precipitation and trapped protons are esti-
mated by the closest NOAA/POES satellite passage. It is
found that all of the events, except for 20 July event (the sec-
ond event from right-hand side), occurred in subauroral re-
gion, and are associated with ring current particles. The de-
pendence of the latitude onDst is seen in Fig. 3. Especially
during the storm recovery phase, the flow enhancement oc-
curs in broad range ofDst amplitude, and the occurrence lat-
itude depends on the amplitude ofDst . TheDst dependence,
however, is not so clear during the main phase, and such a
storm phase dependence is a new finding of this paper. The
systematic difference between our events and the prediction
curve of Huang and Foster (2007) is not unreasonable be-

cause their results are based on only two severe storm events
with the minimumDst<−200 nT, while our events are deal-
ing with only smaller storms.

Recently, Wang et al. (2008) demonstrated a comprehen-
sive statistical analysis using DMSP satellites. Their pre-
diction curves are also shown in Fig. 4 for comparison,
which shows more consistent exponential dependence on
Dst . Also, the PCN index is shown in Table 1 for comparison
with their results since they showed a good correlation be-
tween polar cap potential and the maximum speed of SAPS.
As shown in Table 1, the PCN index is not always high in
our events, and seems not to be the necessary condition for
the appearance of flow enhancement as seen by the Hokkaido
radar.

All of the results shown above are consistent with the gen-
eration mechanism of subauroral flow enhancement as de-
scribed in Kataoka et al. (2007), supporting the idea that the
coupling between subauroral ionosphere and inner magneto-
sphere filled with ring current particles are important to pro-
duce the strong subauroral electric field. We are waiting for
a number of large storms in solar cycle 24 to test the genera-
tion mechanism of subauroral convection flow in further de-
tail, using the mid-latitude radar observations combined with
self-consistent ring current simulations as partially done by
Ebihara et al. (2008), Zheng et al. (2008), and Koustov et
al. (2008).

4 Summary

We investigated the westward flow enhancement in mid-
latitudes based on the first one and a half year observation
of Hokkaido radar from December 2006 to May 2008. Es-
pecially during the storm recovery phase, the flow enhance-
ment occurs in broad range of theDst amplitude, and the
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occurrence latitude depends on the amplitude ofDst . We did
not find significantKp difference between the event and no-
event, while storm condition is necessary for the appearance
of the westward flow enhancement. Ring current evolution
may play an essential role for the westward flow enhance-
ment.
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